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GENERAL

Byrd Station: A further attempt to exchange the USARP mechan:lcs bt;weri

the math station and the substation was unsuccessful. However, all peratin5
are pcceedthg well, and it is not believed any loss of efficiency will result0

lrside reconstruction of Byrd Station facilities by U.S. Navy and USARF

personnel. ouitinues.

Qr the 23rd of May a meteor was noted by the U.S. Weather. Bureau oserver,

and was also recorded on. the all-sky camera film. The meteor traok was re
Ported as thtense green, bright enough to reflect off the snow, The meteor 1ated
less ta three .ccon.ds, and according to the a1skycera data, e'.tered at

110 a ylnp.th 9 .tached a maximum elevation of 35 at 190 azimuth and ended at. an

elevat:.cn of	and 220 azimuth,,

Eights Station: The accumulation of snow continues to be very heavy at

this station 9 with over a foot-and a-half recorded at the snow stakes durrg
May. Tb sn has made it very difficult to operate the vehicles that are osed

to haul ftLeI into camp and to keep the roofs of the buildings clear.

USNS Eltanin: The Eltanin continued throughout May on Cruise 8 in the

vicinity, cf Meteor Deep and the South Sandwich Islands, Arrival in Tall.cahuano,

Chile,	expeoted on or about the 19th of June,

Hail;t Station: The last appearance of the sun on the ].4th was the oc-
casthn of a 1° Lag-lowering ceremony. A few more emperor penguins were observed

head:i r g scnTh, and two snow petrels were seen flying near Hajlett BLuff,

M:M,u° Station: Good weather ;revaiILed through oi.t ost of the m.)h

One	N .d olls is presentli in the garage for coflFlet/ reyjvatto::.0

WI tL	}p of the Seehees and most of' the USARF porsnon1 a three

aio	 r the riometer progran.'. was dismantled and rem.)ved from tb

nI a 4 ' . pie at the Old transmitter site, then relocated near t.he rioffi-

eter r	rdI:ng i:cilding 0 Ar,cthcr njor program started near the last of tt

mnutt	n ai a ooulfnene inventory and properly store all Jannay materIal 0

e S t atln: Al' station aotivitiee continued as unal al t.c. ogt

00 ama....rac:	jotacts were p'issLbIe oecaue of adverst anriosfrJer1:	LUTT, flS,

Some	 hu-Ildir	u	ogs nder exes.s:Iv aL u.m,ñation was xe essa.r, an the en-

lar , gc.m.(	in	)f the ooienti.fio darkro.ri is ijer way,

WI.	sSta n	The autumn traverse re fyj,rned after five weeks ir toe f€ld,

Seismi	u:rIngs were made over the large plateau dome east	tres thratt cf.' 
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station.

Water supply is still being obtained from the lake despite the unusually
low temperature. The sea has been frozen over most of the month and the ice in

the bay is now about 27 inches thick.

Except for a rare snow petrel, all birds have left the area.

BIOLOGY

Bird Island, South Georgia:

Johns Hopkins University and Bernice P. Bishop Museum: Routine ob-

servations of the biologists continue.

McMurdo Station:

Biolab, Stanford University: Most of the month was spent in making
suitable arrangements for heating the wet lab. Failing to locate the appropriate
furnace, a jet heater was substituted which should meet the requirements. This
has made it necessary, however, to re-position several items including the distilla-
tion unit. With further modifications in sea water hauling procedures, it is now
possible to deliver sea water at the aquaria without change in salinity.

Stanford University: An additional station, 63B 9 was established on the
new ice In Winters Quarters Bay in 90 m of water where more than 70 specimens of
T berni and T. centronotus were collected, Small specimens are especially
useful for the age and growth studies. At the deep water station, 63A 9 a total. of

40 specimens of T. loerinberg, I. bernacchii, and T. hansoni plus some deep water
zooarcds ere collected. Growth experiments and respiratory studies were started
on 28 speirrens of T. bernacchii from the two stations. A method was perfected for
afleStfletiZJ!g henthonic members of the genus Trematomus for use in the groUh ex-

periment.

METEOROLOGY

B id Station:

Weather Bureau: There were some problems with the GMD equipment
on the 20th but after these were corrected, increased heights of the radiosonde
and radio:tetersonde flights were obtained. Twenty radiosonde flights averaged

24 5 606 ii.. bight and 11 radiometers ondes averaged 24,61 in. The ozone prograir



continues without serious problems.

The highest temperature of the month was the coldest on record for
May, while the lowest temperature was the warmest yet recorded. Although

some precipitation occurred on 15 different days, very little remair.ed. The
average changes on 27 stakes between 30 April and 30 May was +6,1 cm.

Eights Station: Surface observations continued routinely. The high tem-
perature for the month was .?130C and low temperature -480C. The average net

change at 7 snow stakes was +47 cm (18.5 in,)

Hallett Station: Seven days with visibility of one-fourth mile or less
due to b1w:Lng snow ties the record for Hallett which was established last
month. In the upper air programs there were no soundings on five days due to
high winds. The average height of 18 radiosondes was 219985 in, but for 12 of
these that were followed until the balloons burst, the average was over 25,000 M.

The average height of 11 radiometersondeS was 16,664 in and of one ozonesonde

18,297 in,

Temperatures at 10 in height at noon averaged -5°F , at 2 in -60 , at 10 cm
below the surface _60F 9 and at 50 cm below the surface -4 F. The infrared hy-
grometer is not in operation due to lack of a suitable power supply, and the

anemometers at 10 and 2 in are not operating properly. The average change on :15

snow stakes was -1,5 cm.

Two tubes have been replaced in the Dobson spectrophotometer which is now
operating satisfactorily. The Regener and Mast surface ozone programs, with only

minor difficuities,were routine.

McMurdo Station:

U.S,,, Navy: (For standard surface and upper air observations see Climat.)

Texas Western Colleg e : Five meteorological rockets were fired during

May but only one was completely successful, Round No. 224 was fired o:. May 22nd
but failed to eject the instrument, Round No, 225 was fired on May 8th bit, al-
though the Instrument appeared to eject properly, the signal faded at +5 m:lnutes.
Round No,, 226 fIred on May 16th was tracked for 70 minutes before battery failure.
It was also tracked by radar from +7 minutes to ground level. The minirmim tem-
perature recorded at about 79 9 000 feet was -73.5 C and the maximum wind speed 9 at

about 98,500 feet, was 63 miles per hour from an azimuth of 260'	Temperature

information is available starting at about 180,000 feet where temperatures were

well above 0C.
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Two other rocket firings were unsuccessful, both exploding im-
mediately after leaving the launch. They were from a group of twelve that
were of doubtful reliability. The others from this group will not be used.

South Pole Station:

U.S, Weather Bureau: A new record radiosonde altitude for the month
of May was obtained with an average of 22,898 In. Nine radiometersonde flights

were also made.

Despite continued efforts, and instructions from the U.S., the dif-
ficulties of the ozonesondes have not been resolved and this program is being
discontinued,, The Regener automatic ozone analyzer operated well and indicated
an average ozone content of 301 pphmv, %ompared to the 2.53 value obtained in
April; The Regener chomiluminescent ozone analyzer has been very erratic during
the month due to various equipment problems. Although it has been restored to
operation the earlier data is not considered reliable. Two garnrnasonde flights
were made and the radioactive surface program is progressing well although there
is some shortage of spare parts.

The average change on 50 snow stakes was + 5.13 cm,

Wilkes Station:

U.S. Weather Bureau: The record-setting cold temperatures and high
winds continue. There were two more storms characterized by southerly winds up
to 60 miles per hour and rapidly falling temperature. Due to very high winds
aloft, many Cif the rad

i
osonde runs were terminated due to extreme distances of

balloons from the station. Virtually no cooling below 30 mh was observed and
only slight cooling above that level. The tropouse level varied from 59000
to 12,000 m, and considerable frontal activity occurred.

Station power fluctuations and heavy surges caused some setbacks in
the ozone and infrared hygrometer programs. One ozonesonde was flown bu t the

main layer was not reached due to high winds aloft,,

The sferics program during the month has been quite unrewarding due
to poor communications,
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STATION SEISMOLOGY

Byrd Station:

Coast and Geodetic Survey: A new galvanometer has been installed in
the long period north-south seismograph component. The results of instrument
constants obtained this month are as follows:

Irotru.men.

Benioff
Wilson-Lamison
Wilson-Laniis on
Sprengnether
Sprengnether
Sprengnether

Component

vertical
N-S
E-W

vertical
N-S
E-W

Seismograph
free-period

1,4 sec.
6,5
6.o

25.0
27.0
15.0

Galvanometer
freeperi:d

0.5 sec.
3,8

2.0
90.0
14.0

Hallett Station:

Coast and Geodetic Survey (New Zealand observer): Additional heat has
been added to the vault but it is still insufficient to prevent the long period
seismometer boom movement, and adjustment is required every three or four days.
The long period magnification continues at 750, while the short period equipment
magnification is 25,000 and 50000. Some problems with the timing system that
occurred on the 12th were corrected by installing the spare frequency standard.

On the 19th local ice falls coincided with a small impulsive P phase,
the ice falls also being recorded.

th Pole Station:

Coast and Geodetic Survey: A double image is present on the cllieting
lens of the :north-south short period instrument which gives a wide trace. Dc,
spite repair of recording lamp, and refocusing, the double image still, persists.
The Benioff film recorder that was in use previous to the installation of present
equipme'rl;	being crated for return to the States.

Wilkes Station:

California Institute of Technology (Australian observer): The simplex
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timer failed on the 10th and the Grenet recorder was out between the 22nd and
24th. Much work has been spent on warming up the seismic hut.

UPPER ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS

Byrd Station:

General: Considerable emphasis is being put on the interdisciplinary
aspects of the upper atmospheric physics studies. Preliminary survey of the
data indicates three types of disturbances, two associated with the aurora noin
and a third with local noon though this latter is becoming less and less pro-
nounced with increased solar depression. Some characteristics of the first two
types of disturbances are outlined in the following table.

Type 1

Aurora: Bright type B aurora, nitrogen
molecule first positive bands strong.
Frequent breakup of B aurora observed.

VLF: Strong hiss related to type B
aurora, certain type of VLF chorus as-
sociated with breakup of aurora,

ELF: ELF bursts closely related to
types B, B-R and R auroras.

Micropulsati'o: PT type activity with
B, BR and R auroras.

Geomagnetism: Large deflections when
aurora is overhead.

Ionosphere: Ocoa sioral nondeviative
absorption0

Riometer: Absorption with B aurora,
longer lasting absorption caused by
R aurora.

Type 2

Aurora: Photometer fluctuations
of auroral lights with periods 30
to 60 seconds.

VLF: Mostly chorus with period .10
to 60 seconds.

ELF: Usually quiet.

Micropulsatico: Mostly type PC
activity with periods of 10 to 6o
seconds.
Geomagnetism: Frequent perturba-
tions of small amplitude.

Ionosphere: Frequent nondev:lative
absorption of type D below 1 mo/s0

Riometer: Absorption related to
certain types of chorus. Correla-
tion with V component of micro-
pulsation0

Aurora and Airgl, Arctic Institute of North America: Improved elec-
tronics and optics in the photometers have given excellent results. The sp'i!.t_ beam
photometer	is equipped with two filters to measure the ratio of 391. and 577



while the all-sky photometer gives integrated value of 5577 over the entira sky.

At approximately 0430 GNT 0	o0n the 11th an unusually bright aurra o-
curred in the southwest at 30 to 40 elevation with lower borders of intense
purple. The patrol spectrograph indicated strong band emission between 6C) and
6400 R. An intense aurora emission at 0246 GMT on the 28th after several quiet
days suggests direct or indirect solar primaries emitted during the flare that
occurred at 0524 GMT on the 27th, giving an approximate speed of 230 :) km per

second.

Over 100 parallactic height measurements were obtained with tfle Byrd

substation. A visual program with the substation has also been impler.±ed
supplement the other operations. Use is being made of the Gartlein band pri.t
eter and good agreement exists between the two stations. The avera.g vae f".11.

the past two weeks is 2 with clear sky and no aurora, 3 for the large Tria.gerianic
cloud, 4 for the milky way, and 3 to 8 for faint to bright aurora

Qecinagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey: Eighteen absolute ooera-
tations were taken with the Ruska rnagnetomete,QiN and Varian portable magnetom-
eter. The monthly neans of absolute values were as follows:

declination	70'25.31
horizontal field 16,301 g.
vertical field	58,011 g,

SSC occurrences were noted on the following days, hours and minutes: 020115
030651, 040015, 040800 9 050301 9 0603429 090239, 090613 9 1oo603, 11.0212, 13o44o,

140304, 15031.6, 200232 9 280251 9 280315, 290230 9 300154 , and 310543.

Ionospherc Absorption, National Bureau of Standard s Once again the
riometer was damaged by static, although all DC potentials had been ela.rr:x'ated.
It is possible that the damage is due to 'spikes" with frequency components near
30 mc/s. Some experimentation is being done with a diode clipping ciroult at
the antr.r.a to limit voltages of all frequencies to a few millivolt. The spare
riometer is now in use as there are no more transistors to repair tne dana ged set.

Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Stan dards: During Nay hourly
values of f,-)F2 were recorded 21 percent of the time compared to 28 peroent Pr this
month a year ago. Blanketing by sporadic E and spread echo obscured the F .r'egYn
50 percent of the time while D region absorption in the lower frequeroie and black-

out accounted for 21 percent of the missing values The maximum u.tedao. value for
foF2 was 2.9 Nie l s at 0100 local time and the minimum value 1,2 mo/s at C?3 ].,:oal
time, During the month an anomalous trace was recorded between 3 and mo/s wh:.ch

appeared to be caused by a legitimate F region.
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VLF and ELF, Stanford University and Pacific Naval Laboratory: Prob-
lems with the equipment were minor and were all corrected. All special record-
ings have been made on schedule. The whistler activity was about the same as
obtained during April. The maximum hiss signal was obtained between 2300 and
0500 GMT with the peak about 0200, and some hiss was recorded between 1100 and
1300 GMT. A chorus maximum was recorded at about 1500 GMT. There were some
interesting periodic emissions observed on May 12th between 1000 to flOO GMT,
on the 21st between 0400 to 1600 and on the 25th between 0500 and 1000 and also
between 1200 and 1600 GMT. These emissions had an average period of about 42

seconds, The results of the direction-finding ELF system indicates that the
polarization of the hiss sources are nearly random and that the hiss excitation
point or source is fairly large. Although the shorter period micropulsation
waves exhibit some interesting association with the VLF emissionS Ifl general,
the correlation between micropulsations and VLF is extremely complex.

VLF and Micropulsation Studies, National Bureau of Standards: The
VLF program was put into operation on the 5th, with tape recordings made for
two minutes each hour. The real time spectrum analyzer is recording con-
tinuously on 16 mm film. The system makes use of the Stanford under-snow an-
tenna which eliminates wind noise and static. Operations of the micropul.sati.on
equipment are normal except for some high channel noise.

Eights Station:

Aurora and Airgiow, Arctic Institute of North America: Because of the
predominance of overcast skies the photometer has been operating even under these
conditions, A defective turret motor caused loss of records on the 26th and 27th,

Geornagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey: Due to increase in drftirg
snow, an open view of the azimuth marker has been lost, and it has been necessary
to erect an auxiliary marker consisting of a 10-foot aluminum pole. The drifts

between bui	
mldings are now at the roof levels, Absolute readings were made ac

follows: 12 sets of declination observations with the Roska rr.agnetO-,ne ,`.,er 9 14 sets

of horizontal field with the QHM and 1L I sets of total field with the Varian pro-

ton magnetometer. The mean results were as follows:

declination	32'51.81
horizontal field 21907 4 g.
total field	52,870 g.

The inagnetograph installation is progressing satisfactorily and shuuld
be in operation in June. Moments have been determined for all 21 magnets, the

values varying only slightly from previous determinations.
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Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: Although the
riometer was in operation about 90 percent of the month, numerous difficulties
occurred. Most of the problems involved modifications or adjustments rather
than equipment failures. The largest absorption noted was on the 21st, one db.
Work is also continuing on antenna matching.

VLF-MicropulsationS, National Bureau of Standards: The hiss re-
corder and micropulsation equipments are not yet in operation although with the
riometer problems nearly resolved, these other equipments should be in use soon.

VLF-ELF, Stanford University: All equipment is operating well except
for one of the channels of the Sanborn recorder, which has become non1inear.
Modifications to the detector integrator have greatly reduced the effets of
sferics. In the period 21 May to 26 May little emission activity was recorded.
However, on the 26th simultaneous ELF and VLF events occurred'and or the 28th
and 31st there were extremely strong chorus signals with many bursts exoeei.ng

350 microvolts.

Hallett Station:

Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America: There was much tine l':;st,
approximately a week, on all equipment due to high winds and biowng	Only

28 percent of the possible operation of the photometer was possible hecaue' :f

the bad weather.

The all-sky camera with the color film was in routine operati on except

for some mechanical trouble with the numeral clock. Operations of the camera
with black and white film were routine although some data was lost -):1 tbe 2th

and 2 5th n developing the film. Patrol spectrograph recrdirgs were lost i

some irtstare due to the film sticking in the guides but this ha s been rex.edied.

Ccsnii Rays , University of Maryland: Electronic diffcuit'es, par-
ticularly with the photo-multiplier tube, were responsible for the loss of over
two weeks data during the first part of the month. The old tube was finally re-
installed and -s presently giving good stability and	. Interferenoe

caused by the C-4 lunosonde has been eliminated in the neutron uior..it:r rrdrig.
There was a reoord low count of 340 pps during passage of a high veatrem.

Earth Currents (New Zealand Program): Operations contned satisfacto
rily throghoixt the month.

ionospheric Absorption, Arctic Institute of North America: There were
considerable difficulties with the riome'ter antenna and one of the eleren'	as

broken in the bad storm on the 13th . The 'broken element has been replaed and
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operations are satisfactory although some unsteadiness is still present in high
winds. Altogether four days' data was lost.

Absorptions occurred on the 1st through the 5th, 8th through the 11th,
and 27th through the 31st, about one-half the days of the month, with a maximum
absorption of 6 db on the 3rd. On the clear nights all absorptions were noted
to coincide with auroral acti'rity,

Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards (New Zealand ob-
servers): During the blizzard, 12th to 14 1Eh, one lower span of the transmitter
secticn of the aerial system lost two of its three wires due to flying debris,

The monthly mean of foF2 was 2,9 mc/s, down 1.4 mo/s from last month,
The F region appeared for only two hours during the entire month, The Fmiri
region, which can now be read more accurately due to the reduction of -inter-
ference, had a median value of 1,4 mc/s, .1 mo/s lower than last month. Spread
conditions and Type A sporadic have been consistent with observations of visual
aurora, the amount of sporadic E recorded being somewhat higher than last mo:tth
with oblique forms the most prominant,

VLF, Stanford University (New Zealand observer): There was a notale
increase in VLF activity, mostly sferics, during the latter part of the mntn,
Two 1rWV aerials were damaged during the high winds, one beyond repair,

McMurdo Station:

Cosmic Rays, Bartol Research Foundation: All operations are normal
and all data processing is up-to-date.

Ionospheric Absorption, Douglas Aircraft Co.: A new aitenrLa was in-
stalled for 1-.he doppiorrieter, resulting in much improved results. Interet:..ng
data was acquired on the April 15th event,

South. Pole Station:

Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America: Mechanical ar.d e1e'ruc
problems whioh developed in the patrol spectrograph early in the month have been
resolved. All-sky camera operations were normal. Preliminary study di.cates
bright aurora most of the 10th with overhead aurora 0100 to 0300 GMT and °c-
casional displays at about 1100 GMT. No unusual colors were noted.

The photometers are now in operation in the tower but the ootputs are
ambiguous and they do not appear sensitive to aurora, There is no outpt from
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the meridional photometer and the zenith output is low though it may be work.ng
satisfactorily. Possibly the exposure of these meters to direct sunlight last
summer may be the cause of the problem.

Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey: Absolute scale values were
obtained 5 times during the month, declinations 11 times with the Ruska magnetOXT1
eter, horizontal field 12 times with the QHM and total field 16 times with the
protcn magnetometer. Forty-eight hours of data from the Ruska magnetographs were
lost.

Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standa rds : May was the
most actverionth so far this year with a total of 102 events, the largest :c-
curring on the 4th with an absorption of lil. db 0 Of the events, 38 perc:en.t had
absorption greater than 1 db and 7 percent greater than 3 d. The active days
were the 2ndq 3rd 9 and the 29th and 30thwith a total of 16 events. A pJiar oap
absorption was recorded on the 29th which lasted most of the day. The antenna
impedence is still within 2 percent although the reactive oOmp)flet ha r se to
2 ohms capa:ty. Some modifications are planned as soon as the weather permits.

Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards: With	str:.&c-
tions from the Boulder Laboratories, work has been resumed on the C-3 re order
which is hoped will lead to restoration of the program.

VLF, Stanford University (National Bureau of Standards chserv€)
Whistler activity increased during the month with a total of 6i s:ignals re.-
corded. These were heard during 23 percent of the recording periods with the av-
erage 0.4 per minute. The most active day was the 12th when 80 whstriers were re-
corded. Hiss signals were heard 100 percent of the time with an average gr:a.l
strength of 2.23, and chorus was heard 42 percent of the time with an averagE; S'.1.9-
nal strength of 0.51 . All equipment is in good working condition, The \AJWV re-
ceiver was oleaned and realigned after several tubes were replaced and so	increased
signal strength has been obtairledQ A NBA receiver is presently unuer	trotion

to supplerierit 14W\T during disturoediorosç here coridtons0

Wilkes S tatior:

Airra, Arct c Institute of North Amerioa (ostraiia.n observer)	T be
all-sky esrra has been functioning very weil. wtb oni.y minur Losses due	rime
on the dome. The jet heater tube leading into the dL 'me has beer,qvite effetive.

More rtion has been oompeted except for some i.c.w frequeno modifications ti re VFO
unit which are now in progress. The pJse power has been raised cnsiderabiy and
the average power of al-11 frequencies is now nearly double the vales before al-S

terations.
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U.S. SCIENTISTS AT FOREIGN STATIONS

USSR Vessel Ob: Dr. Francischini, oceanographer-meteorol ogi st from Texas

A & M, completed his work on the Ob when the ship arrived in Capetown in the

middle of the month,

FOREIGN SCIENTISTS AT U.S. STATIONS

McMurdo Station: Dr. Tarakanov, USSR scientist at McMurdo Station, con--
tinues his meteorological studies on atmospheric processes, with emphasis on
the vertical motions and vertical cross sections,
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TABLE I - CLIMAT FOR MAY 1963

Temperature,
Average
Highest
Lowest

Station Pressure
(inches)

Average
Highest
Lowest

Precipitation (inches)
Snowfall (inches)
Wind

Prevailing Drection
Average Speed (knots)
Fastest Mile (MPH)
Peak Gust (MPH)

Average Sky Cover
No. clear days
No. partially cloudy
No. cloudy

No. Days with visibility less
than 1/4 mile

No. Radiosondes
Avg. height of Radiosondes (m)
No. Badiometersondes
Avg. height of RadiometerSondes
No. Ozonesondes
Avg. height of Ozonesondes

Hallett
Station

-21.7
- 9.4
-33.2

29.261
30.12*
28.45*
0.27
4.8

SW
9.3

71
78
6,6
1

19
11

7
18

21,983
11

i5,664
I

18,297

Wilkes
Station

-21.5
- 6.1
-33.9

29-197
29.866
28.236
3.31

33.1

SSE
10.0
77

6.5
7

12
12

7
17

25,435
8

20,367
1

15,000

All figures above have been taken from radio messages and are unconfirmed.
* Sea level
** North defined along 00. Greenwich
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Publications

The following publications received at the Office of Antarctic Programs

during June 196:3 pertain to work supported in whole or in part by the
National Science Foundation under the U.S. Antarctic Research Program:

BULL, C., Ohio State U. Gravity observations in the Koettlitz Glacier
area, Southern Victoria Land, Antarctica. (New Zealand journal
of geology and geophysics, Dec. 1962, v. 5, no, 5, P. 81.0-819,)

CALKIN,P.,and A,CAILLEUX, Tufts U. A quantitative study of cavernous
weathering (taffonis) and its application to glacial chronology
in Victoria Valley, Antarctica, (Zeitschrift fr Geomorphologie,

1962, n, Fol ge, Bd, 6, Heft 3/4, p. 317-324.)

CARPENTER, D. L,, Stanford U. Whistler measurements of electron density
and magnetic field strength in the remote magnetosphere.
(Journal of geophysical research, June 15, 1963, v, 68, no, 12,
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